
Промежуточный контроль знаний  по итогам 1 полугодия____________________ 7  а класс. 
1 часть  

1. Listen to the conversation, read the statements and write the correct answer. (5 points max.) Т057 

1 On Sunday, Nevita and Robert are going to …   

2 Who invites Rachel to join them? _____________ 

3 Rachel is ........... to join the friends. 

4 At first Trevor says he can’t come because he has …  

5 In the end Trevor …  

2 часть 

1. Read the texts and match them with their subjects. There are some  extra subjects on the list.  (2 points max.) 

This text deals with … Text number 

…museums  

…solar cars  

…ecological problems  

 …transport system  

1  London underground provides the quickest and easiest method of getting from one part of London to another. More 

than 3 million passengers travel on the Underground every day. Another 6 million use buses every weekday. Many 

people still travel in private cars. There are even some solar cars in the street.   

2  For centuries, London was famous for its smog. Smog is a type of air pollutant. The word "smog" was made out of 

words smoke and fog. This kind of smog is caused by the burning of large amounts of coal in a city. Coal is no longer 

used, but smog caused by traffic pollution, however, still occurs in modern London. 

 

2. Complete the sentences with the words much, many, few, little. (2 points max.) 

 1 Trevor has _______________ free time because he works part-time at the RAP. 

 2 _______________ teenagers liked his article and wrote about it to the RAP 

3 There aren't ____________ students in class today 

4There is  ________ coffee , I'd like it more.  

3. Read the adverts and find out which of them are the bank, the post office , the shop and the museum. (4 points 

max.) 

The bank doesn't open every day.  

The shop opens before the museum.  

The post office doesn't open on Sundays.  

The museum and the bank don't close at lunchtime.  

The bank opens for five days a week. 

Bank  Post Office Shop Museum 

    

4. Read the letter.  

Hi Trevor,  

Thank you for your last email. I wish I were with you and Rachel on August 8th. It think it was a wonderful day for 

both of you. You did so many exciting things! You know, yesterday I read a text about some kind of fish soup called 

“clam chowder”.  Have you ever  eaten   clam chowder?  Did you like it?   

  I hate fish. My parents go to a fish restaurant sometimes. I have never been there. I know that last weekend you had 

your lunch at the fast-food restaurant again. Have you ever been to a fish restaurant? What did you have there? 

 I haven't finished my homework for tomorrow yet. Yesterday our English teacher asked  us to read a whole chapter 

form “The Canterville Ghost” by Oscar Wilde.  

It’s so long.   

Write to me soon.  

Bye, Vera 

 

How, do you think, Trevor would answer Vera’s questions? Write an extract of his letter to Vera with answers to 

Vera’s questions (4 sentences). (2 points max.) 

Hi Vera,  

Thank you for your email. I’ll try to answer all your questions. 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I’ll Write more tomorrow.  

Bye,  

Trevor 


